An MDI Patient
Testimonial from
Ray Hayden,
Sunrise, Florida...
Good day IMTEC Corporation:
I am a 40 year old patient. My particular case is one where after researching my conditions as a dental layman
for about 2 years on my own, I sought out a practitioner who specialized in dentures, much like a denturist I know
in Canada, but who practiced traditional dentistry as well.
After working with Dr. Stan Frohlinger in Sunrise, Florida for about 2.5 years, I still basically believed that around
age 60, I would be in need of dentures anyway, but would have lost the 20 years of being able to have that
perfect smile without wasting a lot of time and money in the "chair" for work that eventually would end up of no
real use.
Long story short...Dr. Frohlinger agreed to extract my teeth as I still had deep pockets of problems even after
increased care (deep scaling and increased cleanings - 4 times a year) to reverse that trend. During his
discussions with me, he mentioned your mini implant system. I researched it out on the Internet to find your
company website. I have looked at everything I can on the subject and these mini-implants and am quite
impressed. I have read about everything on the website, watched your company’s video and the PowerPoint
presentation and anything else out there I could find.
Now that I am the proud owner of these stabilized dentures, I can certainly see the benefit of your MDI system in
retention for many reasons. I will be returning to his office on Monday to get another adjustment to these
dentures (I only have an upper at this time) and I will revisit the subject with Dr. Frohlinger. I do not think my case
is one that occurs all that often, I basically pulled good teeth out of decent bone in the effort to have the best
looking smile I can, while at the same time preserving the bone I can while I still have it!
I have noticed several excellent benefits already due to obtaining dentures, that the negatives are moot. If I was
to attach the before and after pictures of my teeth vs. the dentures, it only appears that I have had really great
dental work done.
I am extremely interested in putting your product to a very long successful use in me!
Best Wishes,

Ray Hayden
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